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Introduction
This release-notes document for the Pulse Secure desktop client version 5.2. This document provides a cumulative list of all
enhancements, fixes and known issues for the 5.2 client. If the information in the release notes differs from the
information found in the documentation set, follow the release notes.
The Pulse Secure desktop client provides a secure and authenticated connection from an endpoint device (either Windows
or macOS) to a Pulse Secure gateway (either Pulse Connect Secure or Pulse Policy Secure). For a complete description of
the capabilities of this desktop client, please see the online help within the desktop client itself, or the Pulse Desktop Client
Administration Guide (which can be found at Pulse Secure’s Technical Publications site).

Interoperability and Supported Platforms
Please refer to the Pulse Desktop Client Supported Platforms Guide for supported versions of operating systems, browsers,
and servers in this release.

General Notes
Security-related issues are not normally covered in Pulse Secure release notes. To find more information security advisories
affecting Pulse Secure products, please the Pulse Secure security advisory page.

Caveats, Important Changes, and Deprecated Features
Please note that client upgrades are not supported to or from Beta releases. As such, if you participated in the 5.2r5
Pulse Secure desktop client Beta program, please un-install the Beta 5.2r5 client before attempting to install any
subsequent Pulse desktop client releases.
Important note: In order to run the Pulse Secure desktop client version 5.2r1.1 or later on a Windows 7 machine, the
machine must contain a March 10, 2015 Windows 7 Update in order to be able to accept and verify SHA-2-signed binaries
properly. This Windows 7 update is described here and here. If this update is not installed (in other words if a Windows 7
machine has not received an OS update since March 10, 2015), then Pulse 5.2R1.1 and later will have reduced functionality
(see PRS-337311, below). (As a general rule, Pulse Secure, LLC recommends that client machines be kept current with the
latest OS updates to maximize security and stability.)

New Features
Always-on VPN & Embedded Captive Portal Browser
The 8.2r5 Pulse Connect Secure gateway and the 5.2r5 Pulse Secure desktop client provide the enhanced ability for system
administrators to ensure that all network traffic flows through the corporate network. This feature is commonly referred to
as “Always-on VPN”. There are a number of new components of this feature:
1)

Simplified configuration of Always-on options
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2)
3)

Prohibiting network communication outside the VPN tunnel when a VPN tunnel is in the process of being created. This
feature is called “Lock-down” mode. (Supported for IPv4 endpoints only.)
Providing a built-in mechanism for traversing captive portals (essential while in “lock-down” mode)

Each feature is described, below:
Simplified Configuration of Always-on Options
There are many possible configuration options within the Always-on feature. Although some of these options are new for
the 5.2r5 Pulse Secure desktop client (e.g., lock-down mode, embedded browser for captive-portal remediation), some
Always-on options existed in previous versions of the Pulse client. To make management of all these options easier, the
8.2r5 PCS gateway’s administrative console provides a simplified way of configuring all the possible Always-on VPN options
– both new and pre-existing.
On the “Connection Set” page of the 8.2r5 administrative console, there is a new “Always-on Pulse Client” checkbox (see in
the figure below) that provides “one-stop shopping” for configuring Always-on VPN:

Checking this checkbox will modify several checkboxes in both the Connection Set and the Connections within the
Connection Set with the effect of:


Impeding the end user’s ability to disconnect or disable VPN connections (Windows and Mac)



Ensuring that captive portals can still be traversed even when connectivity is locked down (Windows only)
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Note that checking the “Always on” checkbox does not prevent end users (with admin privileges) from stopping endpoint
services (the Pulse Secure Service and the Base Filtering Engine (BFE)), which are required for VPN connections to be
established. If you wish to have the level of protection that comes with prohibiting end users from stopping these services,
then it is best to use Group Policy Objects (GPOs). Describing how to use GPOs in this manner is beyond the scope of this
document, but some background can be found on Microsoft’s website (for example, see this blog article). If you decide to
use GPOs in this manner, then take the following into account:


The startup type for "Pulse Secure Service" should be set to "Automatic", and permission to start and stop the service
should be removed from "Administrators".



Ensure that "SYSTEM" still retains permission to start and stop the service.



A "Pulse Secure Admins" should be created on the domain. Permission to start and stop the service should be assigned
to this "Pulse Secure Admins". The "Domain Admins" and any other group which should be allowed to start and stop
Pulse Secure can be made members of the "Pulse Secure Admins" group.



Disabling the ability to stop the Base Filtering Engine (BFE) should be done in a manner similar to what is described
above for the Pulse Secure Service.

It should also be note that to properly set up the appropriate GPOs, the Pulse Secure desktop client would need to be
installed on a box running a server version of Microsoft Windows (e.g., Windows server 2008 R2, 2012 R2, 2016). The Pulse
Secure desktop client is not technically supported on Windows Server, so the installation is a little tricky. The following
procedure should be used:
1)
2)

3)

Use the Pulse Secure desktop client MSI file for installation (as opposed to a web-based install or other mechanism).
On Windows 2008 R2, 2012 R2 and 2016 servers, you must install the Wireless LAN Service before installing the Pulse
client; otherwise, the “JNPRTtlsProvider.dll” will fail to register during the Pulse client installation. To enable the
Wireless LAN Service, do the following:
a. Open Server Manager
b. Select Features | Add Feature
c. Select Wireless LAN Service
d. Install, Close and Done
On Windows 2016 servers, JNPRTtlsProvider.dll will still fail to register – even after Wireless LAN Service is installed. An
error message will appear during the Pulse client installation. The error can be accepted and the Pulse installation will
complete.

Finally, note that there is no mechanism within the Pulse desktop client itself to prevent end users with administrative
privileges from uninstalling the Pulse desktop client. If this functionality is needed, then it would be best to enforce those
restrictions outside of Pulse.
“Lock-down” Mode
“Lock-down” mode is a new aspect of Always-on functionality that was added to the 5.2r5 Pulse desktop client.
Important Note: Lock-down Mode is supported only for IPv4 endpoints.
Lock-down mode prohibits network communication outside the VPN tunnel when a VPN tunnel is in the process of being
created. When used in conjunction with Location Awareness rules, this feature can ensure that the user is either:
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physically on the corporate network,



connected to the corporate network through a VPN connection, or



is in the process of creating a VPN connection and cannot access the Internet/local subnet in the meantime.

In other words, in lock-down mode when coupled with Location Awareness rules, if a user is physically removed from the
corporate network and does not (or cannot) establish a VPN connection, then the user will not be able to, for example, surf
the web. To enable this option, select the “Lock down this connection” option in the administrative console (this option is
present in both the L3 configuration screen and the Firewall configuration screen).

There are a couple of things to note about this option:
1)

Lock-down mode is meant to be used in conjunction with Location Awareness rules. Location Awareness rules should
be set up to automatically initiate a VPN connection when the user is not on the corporate network, and to disconnect
the VPN connection when the user is physically on the corporate network. If Location Awareness rules are not
configured in this manner, then Lock-down mode has very little value, because Lock-down mode prohibits connectivity
only when the Pulse client is in the process of creating a network connection. If the Pulse client is not configured to
automatically create a Pulse connection when off the corporate network, then Lock-down mode will not be
automatically invoked when the user leaves the corporate network. For information on configuring Location
Awareness rules, see the relevant section of the Pulse Secure Desktop Client Admin Guide.
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2)

3)
4)

The lock-down option blocks nearly all network traffic, but there are exceptions for the minimum amount of traffic
required to initialize network adapter such that a tunnel can be created. As such, traffic used to get IP addresses,
hostnames, etc. (DHCP, DNS, etc.) are permitted even when the machine is locked down.
This lock-down option can be enabled only in conjunction with the “Always On” option (discussed above). (It would not
make sense to enable Lock-down mode but then give the end user the ability to disable Pulse’s VPN tunnel.)
To ensure that end users can easily traverse (and remedy) captive portals in lock-down mode, the “Captive portal
remediation with embedded mini-browser” feature (described in the next section) is automatically enabled when lockdown mode is enabled.

Note: This feature exists in the Pulse Secure desktop client for Windows only.
Captive Portal Remediation with Pulse Client Embedded Mini-Browser
The “Enable embedded browser for captive portal” option makes it easy for end users to satisfy captive portals (for
example, when in a coffee-shop that requires either credit-card payment or acceptance of an acceptable-use policy before
gaining WiFi access). When this option is enabled and when Pulse detects that connectivity is hampered by a captive
portal, then the Pulse client will automatically display an embedded browser (not an external browser, like IE or Chrome) so
that the end user can traverse the captive portal and gain the network connectivity needed to establish a VPN connection.
Although this feature can be used as a convenience independent of the Always-on feature, it is absolutely essential (and is
enabled automatically) when using lock-down mode. The embedded browser is part of the Pulse client’s internal
processes, and is therefore exempt from the lock-down connectivity restrictions placed on external browsers. Lock-down
mode prevents external browsers from communicating before the VPN is established, so external browsers cannot be used
for captive-portal remediation with lock-down mode enabled. The embedded browser is the only option for remediating a
captive portal in lock-down mode.
The embedded-browser option can be configured on administrative console (in the “Connection Set” page). See the
“Enable embedded browser for captive portal” checkbox in the figure below:
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The Pulse client’s embedded browser is restricted to ensure that end users cannot use it for purposes other than traversing
captive portals. Furthermore, certain web-browser functionality is disable to make the embedded browser more secure.
The following table describes which features are enabled and which are disabled:
Feature

Enabled?

Yes

Display of images & playing of sounds

Yes

Running scripts

Yes

Displaying script errors

Yes

Displaying popup windows and dialogs

No

Running Java

No

Downloading or running ActiveX

© 2016 by Pulse Secure, LLC. All rights reserved
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No

Downloading Files
Note: This feature exists in the Pulse Secure desktop client for Windows only.
[PSD-326], [PSD-518]
Improved Certificate Preference Selection Method

The 5.2r5 Pulse Secure desktop client has two new features to improve the end-user experience during certificate
authentication. The two new features are:


Improved automatic certificate-selection algorithm



Ability to prefer smart-card certificates over other certificates

Each feature is described, below.
Improved automatic certificate-selection algorithm
Before version 5.2r5, a Pulse Secure desktop client configured for certificate authentication would use a very simple
algorithm to find a valid certificate:


If machine authentication, look in the local machine store. If user authentication, look the current user’s store.



Certificates must have a private key, be valid (not expired) and issued by an appropriate certificate authority.

The problem with this mechanism is that sometimes multiple certificates on a given endpoint can meet these criteria. For
example, enterprise endpoints could have separate certificates for:


VPN & 802.1x authentication



Signing documents



Email protection

If multiple certificates meet all the criteria described above on an end-user’s endpoint device, then the Pulse Secure
desktop client has no choice but to prompt the user to select the appropriate certificate. This can cause confusion, and
also, connection failures if the end user selects the wrong certificate.
The 5.2r5 Pulse Secure desktop client contains a new “ranking” algorithm to determine which certificate to select
automatically for layer-3 VPN connection authentication. Although the details of the ranking algorithm are proprietary and
cannot be described in full, in general, the Pulse desktop client uses the “KU” (Key Usage) and “EKU” (Extended Key Usage)
field values in each certificate to deduce the purpose of the certificate and use the right certificate for authentication
without prompting the user. This improved algorithm is disabled by default.
Note: In the unlikely event that multiple certificates end up in a “tie” for top rank, the client will prompt the user for the
appropriate certificate.
There is currently no administrative-console option to configure this feature. If you would like to test it, you must manually
edit the Pulse client’s “connstore.dat” file on the endpoint machine and add the following line to the appropriate
connection:
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client-certificate-selection-rule: “AUTO”
If you have specific questions about enabling this feature, contact your authorized Pulse Secure support representative.
Specifying a Preference for Smart-Card Certificates over Other Certificates
The 5.2r5 Pulse Secure desktop client now includes a mechanism for a system administrator to express a preference for
certificates on smart cards over other types of certificates. This feature is disabled by default. To learn how to enable it,
contact your authorized Pulse Secure support representative. [PSD-1181]
Smartcard PIN-Cache Clearing
The 8.2r5 Pulse Connect Secure administrative console and the 5.2r5 Pulse Secure desktop client contain a new feature that
allows system administrators to prevent smart-card PINs from being cached.
Generally, smart cards (which contain certificates that can be used for certificate authentication) require some kind of
authorization (usually, entering a PIN code) before use. Depending on the manufacturer and type of smart card, PINs can
be cached by the smart card software itself. This PIN caching can represent a security threat, if, for example, a smart card is
left plugged into a user’s endpoint device and the endpoint device itself is compromised by a hacker. In 8.2r5/5.2r5, system
administrators can check the “Prevent caching smart card PIN” to tell the Pulse client to ask the smart card to delete the
cached PIN upon VPN connection termination.
This feature can be configured in the administrative console under “Connection Sets”.

Note: This feature applies to Windows only. [PSD-1559]
FIPS mode support for Pulse Desktop Clients for Mac OS X
The Pulse Secure desktop client for Mac OS X now has the same FIPS capabilities as the Pulse Secure desktop client for
Windows! If configured for FIPS mode, the Mac OS X client now does the following:


Limits itself to FIPS-approved cryptographic routines



Ensures that its “FIPS canister” has not been tampered with



Displays an indicator in the client UI to indicate FIPS mode

You can see the FIPS mode indicator in the bottom of the Mac OS X client UI:
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This feature can be configured with the existing FIPS mode configuration screens and controls in the administrative console.
[PSD-8]
FIPS Mode Support in 802.1x Wireless Profile for Windows Native Supplicant
Before the 5.2r5 version of the Pulse Secure desktop client, checking the “FIPS mode enabled” setting in the administrative
console would not cause FIPS mode to be enabled in any wireless profiles created by the Pulse Secure desktop client for the
Windows OS’s native 802.1x supplicant. In 5.2r5, the act of enabling “FIPS mode enabled” in the administrative console will
ensure that the appropriate bits are set to enable FIPS mode in the wireless profile of the native 802.1x supplicant on
Windows endpoints. The figure below depicts the relevant checkbox in the administrative console.
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[PSD-1653]
Improved Large-scale Configuration Deployment – Part 2
In Pulse Connect Secure 8.2r3, Pulse Policy Secure 5.3r3, and the Pulse Secure desktop client 5.2r3, changes were
introduced to make the management of large-scale client deployments easier. (For a description of the changes in these r3
releases, see the Pulse Secure desktop client 5.2r3 release notes.) The r5 gateways (8.2r5 PCS and 5.3r5 PPS) contain two
additional improvements that make large client deployments even easier for system administrators. Each improvement is
described, below.
Universal Configuration Import/Export
8.2r5 PCS and 5.3r5 PPS now contain the ability to share certain kinds of client configuration without having to manually
edit configuration files. Before the r5 releases, if an administrator wanted to export configuration data from a PCS gateway
and import it into a PPS gateway (or vice versa), the XML configuration needed to be manually edited before the import.
The r5 releases now recognize certain configuration data as “Universal” (which means that configuration data can be
relevant to both PCS and PPS), and it can be imported without manual edits. In the r5 releases, under Maintenance>Import/Export->XML Import/Export in the Administrative Console, you’ll now see an “Export Universal” tab.
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With this tab, you can export two kinds of client configuration data:


Connection Sets



Host Checker configuration

The export data XML file that is created from this operation can be imported into both PCS and PPS gateways. This makes it
much easier to ensure synchronized client configuration in a multi-gateway environment.
Prevention of “Connection Storms” During Configuration Changes
Before the r5 releases, any of the following configuration activities would cause all currently-connected clients to
disconnect and reconnect immediately in order to pick up the new configuration:


Modifying a Connection Set, Component Set or Active Pulse Version



Importing an XML Pulse Configuration file



Modifying configuration through a “Push Config”

The r5 releases have been changed to give system administrators more control over when and whether actively-connected
clients disconnect and reconnect to pick up the new configuration. It is important to note that with the r5 releases,
actively-connected clients will no longer immediately disconnect and reconnect by default when one of the two
configuration changes listed above is made. There are changes on two administrative console screens; each change is
described, below:
Connection Sets, Component Sets, Active Pulse Version and XML Import
The Users->Pulse Secure Client->Connections screen now has an “Update Clients” button. If a system administrator wishes
for actively-connected clients to disconnect and reconnect after a Connection Set is updated, the admin can select the
appropriate Connection Set in the list and press the “Update Clients” button. If the admin updated a Connection Set and
does not press the button, then end users will not pick up the new Connection Set until the next time they initiate a new
connection to the gateway.
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Push Config
On the Maintenance->Push Config->Push Configuration admin console screen, there is a new checkbox called
“Automatically update clients”. If this checkbox is selected and the Push Configuration button is pressed, then when the
configuration is applied a target server, all currently-connected Pulse Secure desktop clients will disconnect and reconnect
to pick up the change. If the checkbox is not selected, then the currently-connected clients will pick up the configuration
changes the next time the initiate a new connection to the Pulse Secure gateway.
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[PSD-1468]
Qualification of Pulse Secure Desktop Client on macOS 10.12 (Sierra)
The Pulse Secure Desktop Client version 5.2r5 and later are qualified to run on macOS 10.12 (“Sierra”). For more details,
consult the Pulse Desktop Client Supported Platforms Guide. Also note the macOS 10.12 limitation PRS-302225 described
in the Known Issues section, below.
[PSD-1839]

Product Codes (GUIDs) for SCCM Deployments
If you deploy the Pulse Secure desktop client using SCCM (System Center Configuration Manager, formerly SMS), it can be
helpful to know the Product Codes (GUIDs) of Pulse Secure desktop client installation bundles. (SCCM uses these codes to
determine whether products are already installed.) The table below gives the product codes for version 5.2r5 of the
desktop client for the given the architecture (32- or 64-bit) and locale (language environment).
Product ID can be checked in the following registry key:
"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall".
PulseSecure.x86.msi


English - {4320DFAD-6F8C-4FBA-AD0C-5344CD70C9E9}



Chinese (Taiwan) - {5CDB59F5-B682-4C5B-87D6-27ED633B0CE1}



German - {EE748D39-0356-4224-AB22-D5C6695167FE}



Spanish - {5B3E8126-F157-4BF4-B501-022949622505}



French - {A78BDC31-4DD3-42C2-A478-7663A6ECC576}



Italian - {F811C87E-96F2-4080-9E3F-A53F9D0D08A0}



Japanese - {C17723F4-B26B-42A6-8E77-C2AB1C8C5616}



Korean - {C7DFD48E-D649-4DA0-B915-9DAE07C9F4AF}



Polish - {AC6E11CC-52C0-4CF7-9BFF-159083537FC5}



Chinese (China) - {FD80209D-980E-4796-9180-C680804FB35A}

PulseSecure.x64.msi


English - {EF3E08E0-4B9B-47A4-A318-4C2C816C1C47}



Chinese (Taiwan) - {531A11A2-E50E-4B95-AF90-920863E94FD7}



German - {2FB81A33-E098-4147-AF7B-9CB24C604606}



Spanish - {C7EB80F1-FA5D-491A-9CBC-354401405F84}



French - {39AD8B55-277B-4B44-9DEA-A00F717D6EA5}



Italian - {ABA788C0-B13A-4C6C-8BED-28088FF7BA00}



Japanese - {474768B5-63C1-4827-8EEC-E61372988F01}



Korean - {B2F1C8B1-C4D1-44F0-BD82-D09722CCA518}



Polish - {15E64370-7474-44ED-AC18-C664A6090FAA}



Chinese (China) - {05D43006-193B-45FE-9EF2-DECFEE1B0916}
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Problems Resolved in 5.2r5
The following table lists important fixes and enhancements that were introduced in Pulse 5.2r5.
Problem Report

Description

Number
PRS-342444

Problem: During an upgrade of the Pulse Secure desktop client on Windows, a popup message
states:
"This version of Pulse Secure was previously install [sic] on the system. In order to re-install this
version you must reboot your system first."
Conditions: This problem occurs only on Windows machines that are upgrading the desktop client
earlier than 5.2r4 and that have enabled the client's integrated "SAM" (Secure Access Manager,
which provides per-app VPN services) functionality.
Workaround: This issue has been removed from version 5.2r5 of the Pulse Secure desktop client.
As such, users who install 5.2r5, use the integrated SAM functionality, then upgrade to a future
version of the client will not see this problem. However, because the issue exists in the uninstall
mechanism of previous versions of the client (e.g., 5.2r4 and earlier), and because this uninstall
mechanism is already resident on machines where a previous version of the client is installed, users
who upgrade from older versions of the client will still see this issue. See the “Known Issues”
section of this document for more information.

PRS-341125

The Pulse Secure desktop client could not read foreign (non-ASCII) characters in certificates. This
caused the Pulse client to be unable to process certificate-based realm restrictions properly.

PRS-339138

Credential Provider SSO from Windows Logon credentials to secondary AD auth server fails.

PRS-343692

Prompting for admin credentials for a restricted user while launching the clients through browser

PRS-343352

Pulse Desktop for Mac OS X drops tunnel after connection is made when running in IPv6-only mode
– incorrect default gateway.

PRS-340969

Logging in from credential provider is unreliable.

PRS-340602

Improved French language translation

PRS-340587

Pressing disconnect then connect on an 802.1x connection hangs indefinitely

PRS-337283

5.2 Mac OSX SAML to 8.1 PCS gateway - state transitions from Disconnected to connecting to
disconnecting

© 2016 by Pulse Secure, LLC. All rights reserved
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PRS-339901

The diagnostics/log level for the Pulse Secure desktop client on macOS gets reset to "Normal" after
an upgrade

PRS-342405

OpenVPN adapter is triggering wireless suppression

PRS-340990

Pulse UI showing Save settings option with soft token Auth (RSA) even if we have allow-save as false

PRS-342444

System error encountered during some Pulse upgrades.

PRS-338724

Windows 10 VPN Tunnel with split tunneling - DNS search order not working correctly

Problems Resolved in 5.2r4
The following table lists important fixes and enhancements that were introduced in Pulse 5.2r4.
Problem Report

Description

Number
PRS-339467

The 5.2r4 Pulse Secure desktop client contains important changes to ensure proper operation of the
Pulse SAM (application-specific tunneling) feature and avoid certain error messages on Windows 10
“Redstone”. If all of the following apply to you:
running the 2016 update of Windows 10 that is often referred to as "Redstone"
have UEFI BIOS with Secure Boot enabled
use the Pulse "SAM" (application-specific tunneling) feature
then you will need to upgrade your Pulse desktop client to 5.2r4, 5.1r10, or 5.0r16 or later. The
reason for this is that Microsoft updated Windows 10 Redstone to require certain files to be signed
with an "extended validation" certificate.
If you use Windows 10 Redstone and if you run any of the following versions of the Pulse Secure
desktop client:
5.0r15, 5.1r8, 5.1r9, 5.2r1.1, 5.2r2, 5.2r3 (or any hotfix release off of these versions)
then you may encounter the following message:

The Pulse Secure TDI Filter Driver (jnprTdi_822_343) service failed to start due to the
following error:
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Windows cannot verify the digital signature for this file. A recent hardware or software
change might have installed a file that is signed incorrectly or damaged, or that might be
malicious software from an unknown source.
To determine whether you are running Windows 10 "Redstone", run the "winver" program from the
Windows Start menu. If the version shown in the resulting dialog is "16.X" or later, then you are
running Windows 10 Redstone.
PRS-341248
PRS-341180
PRS-341253

The 5.2r4 Pulse Secure desktop client contains a number of improvements to accessibility (“Section
508 compliance”) in its online help. Improvements were made in descriptions of required registry
settings, how to give feedback, and how to navigate menus using the Alt key. See the
“Accessibility/Section 508 Compliance” section of the Pulse Secure desktop client online help for
more information.

PRS-342090

An improvement was made in the Pulse installer mechanism to avoid running unnecessary mergemodule custom actions. This change reduces the likelihood of intermittent installation/upgrade
failures.

PRS-340805

Split tunneling route precedence settings were not being respected for IPv6 local subnets. Previous
to this fix, on Windows, the route to the IPv6 local subnet would go to the local interface even if the
Route Precedence parameter was set to “Tunnel Routes”. And on Mac OSX, the route to the local
subnet would go into the tunnel even if the Route Precedence parameter was set to “Tunnel routes
with local subnet access.”

PRS-340220

Issue: During an upgrade to the Pulse 5.2r1 or 5.2r2 client, the uninstallation process would prompt
the end user to close the Pulse client UI (user interface).
Conditions: This issue occurred only on 32-bit versions of Windows. 64-bit versions were not
affected.
Workaround: The workaround is to upgrade to Pulse 5.2r3 or later, which contains a fix to its
installation component.

PRS-339467

Fix issue with TDI driver on Windows 10 “Redstone”. See the Caveats section above for details.

Problems Resolved in 5.2r3
The following table lists important fixes and enhancements that were introduced in Pulse 5.2r3.
Problem Report

Description

Number
PRS-337433

Issue: Pulse Secure desktop client uninstallation will hang.
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Conditions: If you have version 5.2r1 or 5.2r2 of the Pulse Secure desktop client installed, and if you
have Network Connect also installed on the same endpoint, and if you attempt to uninstall the Pulse
Secure desktop client, then that uninstallation process will hang.
Workaround: You can either upgrade to Pulse 5.2r3, which does not have this problem, or, you can
uninstall Network Connect before attempting to uninstall the Pulse Secure desktop client.
PRS-336358

The Pulse client on OSX is not launched after authenticating with SAML. This problem occurs only
on OSX, when authenticating with SAML, when Java is either not present or not configured to run
with proper permissions, and when the PCS gateway is not configured with "auto-launch".

PRS-339138

Credential Provider Single Sign On (SSO) from Windows logon credentials to secondary Active
Directory (AD) authentication server fails

PRS-322752

Corrupted text displayed in Japanese locales during uninstallation of Pulse client

PRS-340602

Improved French translation

PRS-339234
PRS-339236

Improved documentation of Accessibility functionality (“508 compliance”) in online help

PRS-339964

BrandInstaller and BrandPackager (the Pulse Secure desktop client customization tools) failed to
function because of erroneous references to old directories.

PRS-337820

When a client machine is on a routable 169.254.x.x client network, the Pulse Secure Client was
unable to make a connection. The "Status" message in the Pulse UI was "Waiting for Network".
Solution: See KB40167 for details on how to configure your machine in this environment

PRS-337218

Before this fix, Pulse Secure desktop client’s location awareness rules would fail with 4G USB
Dongles.

PRS-337693

Previous versions of the Pulse Secure desktop client did not connect to wireless 802.1x even though
the Windows supplicant reported that it was connected and PPS reports that RADIUS authentication
was accepted.
Background: Windows has a feature called wireless hosted network in which a Windows device can
host its own wireless network. A virtual adapter is automatically created to support this feature. In
Windows 7, this adapter is called the "Microsoft Virtual WiFi Miniport Adapter", and in Win 8+, it is
called the "Microsoft Hosted Network Virtual Adapter". This virtual adapter has the same MAC
address as the physical adapter, and was interfering with the Pulse client's logic to identify the IP
address of the adapter. Pulse was correctly handling this virtual adapter in Windows 8+, but not in
Windows 7.
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PRS-339589

In previous versions of the Pulse client, SAML authentication and Custom Sign-In Pages wouldn’t
work when “http://” appeared at the beginning of a “Server URL:” field value in the Pulse Secure
desktop client user interface.

Previous versions of the client would accept only either “https://” or no protocol prefix. Pulse 5.2r3
now can accept “http://”.

Problems Resolved in 5.2r2
The following table lists important fixes and enhancements that were introduced in Pulse 5.2r2.
Problem Report

Description

Number
PRS-330425

Symptom: Existing Pulse connections were disconnected and Pulse failed to create new connections
if the "screen sharing" feature of the Mac OS was enabled and VNC connections were
created/closed to the endpoint Mac.
Conditions: This issue occurred when the screen sharing feature was enabled via:
Applications -> System Preferences -> Sharing -> Screen Sharing
and a user attempted to connect to that Mac using a third-party client (e.g., UltraVNC, TightVNC).
When that VNC connection was made, any existing Pulse connection was automatically
disconnected, and, once the VNC connection ended, Pulse was not able to reconnect to the Pulse
Secure gateway and the connection remained in the "Connection requested" state.

PRS-336835

Users were prompted to enter credentials on the Pulse user interface upon disabling/enabling a
wireless adapter, even if the credentials had been previously saved by the end user.

PRS-335786

SSL (Secure Socket Layer) libraries were upgraded to address security vulnerability CVE-2015-3194,
which could theoretically cause a crash during certificate verification.
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Problems Resolved in 5.2r1.1
The following table lists important fixes and enhancements that were introduced in Pulse 5.2r1.1.
Problem Report

Description

Number
PRS-337109

Pulse client binaries are now signed with a SHA-2 code-signing certificate to improve security and
ensure compatibility with Microsoft OS’s 2016 restrictions on SHA-1 code-signing. For details, see
here.

PRS-326518

A new message was added to the Pulse Secure desktop client installer for OSX to display which OSX
operating system versions are supported.

PRS-335149

The 5.2 Pulse Secure desktop client for OSX will no longer attempt to install the 5.1 client when
connecting to an 8.1 or earlier Pulse Connect Secure gateway when using either SAML
authentication or web-launch. Despite this, there are still a few limitations in this area, detailed
below in PRS-337283.

Problems Resolved in 5.2r1
The following table lists important fixes and enhancements that are present in Pulse 5.2r1 and that were fixed after Pulse
5.1r1 was released.
Problem Report

Description

Number
PRS-332033

With Pulse 5.1r1-5.1r5, the Pulse Secure desktop client cannot perform certificate authentication on
OSX 10.11 (El Capitan) due to an inability to access the system keychain. This issue has been fixed in
Pulse 5.2R1 (and also Pulse 5.1r6 and later).

PRS-315372

The Pulse Secure desktop client for Mac OS X was under certain circumstances allowing the use of
weak cryptographic routines. This client has been modified to prohibit the use of this weak crypto.

PRS-310334
PRS-315433

The Pulse Secure desktop client for Windows was failing to restore proxy PAC settings on abrupt
restart of the client.

PRS-317755
PRS-316659

Due to resource exhaustion on the Pulse Connect Secure gateway, clients were unable to create
VPN connections to the gateway and were receiving the error “Network error. (Error:1115)”
The Pulse Connect Secure admin console now contains an option that helps prevent resource
exhaustion resulting from large numbers of simultaneous sessions. From the Admin Console under
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System->Configuration->VPN Tunneling ACLs, you can click "Enable" to limit the maximum number
of allocated Access Control Lists (ACLs) on the gateway to 60,000.
Note: Using the "Disable" option, the administrator can allow more than the recommended 60,000
ACLs, but this increases the likelihood of resource exhaustion, which can require a reboot to resolve.
The two admin console options are:
* Enable – Block VPN tunneling sessions after reaching 60,000 ACLs.
* Disable – Allow VPN tunneling sessions beyond 60,000 ACLs.
PRS-323214
PRS-318289

The admin console now contains gives the system administrator additional flexibility in specifying
under what circumstances a Pulse client should attempt to reconnect to a Pulse Secure gateway
when a session times out or is deleted.
In previous versions of Pulse, if a client was connected to the Pulse Secure gateway for longer than
the maximum session length (or, if the system administrator manually deleted a client's session),
then the client's connection would be terminated, but, the client would immediately automatically
attempt to reconnect.
If the automatic reconnection is undesirable, then you can uncheck the new "Reconnect at Session
Timeout or Deletion" checkbox in the admin console to ensure that no automatic reconnection is
attempted.
One circumstance in which it might be good to uncheck the checkbox is if Pulse Secure gateway
maintenance is planned, and the system administrator will want to manually disconnect users
before shutting down the gateway. This option will ensure that disconnected users are not
automatically reconnected.
The "Reconnect at Session Timeout or Deletion" can be found in the admin console under:
Users->Pulse Secure Client->Connection is established->Options
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PRS-312285

The Pulse Command-line Launcher (PCL) was reporting a 'Connection error' if an RSA Secure ID
token was used for the password and the Pulse Secure desktop client had never previously
connected to a gateway.

PRS-322017

If the VPN Tunneling Connection Profile was set to search device DNS only AND the role was set to
use split tunneling users were not able to reconnect after a network connectivity disruption.

PRS-323782
PRS-315232

In the administrative console, system administrators can now set the maximum size of EAP
fragments. The Pulse Secure gateway can send the preferred maximum EAP fragment size to the
Pulse client so the client can send properly-sized fragments. This avoids having packets be dropped
because they violated maximum-packet-size restrictions.

PRS-323699

Pulse now re-resolves the hostname of the Pulse Secure gateway after session timeout & session
deletion. The reason is that in these two cases, the tunnel and SSL connection are torn down, so it
makes sense to re-resolve the hostname.

PRS-323072

If an end user created a manual connection with the same URL as connection in the Pulse
configuration file, then multiple simultaneous connections to the same server were initiated when
the user pressed the “start” button on the Pulse Secure gateway’s web page.

PRS-323598

Under certain limited circumstances, Pulse would try to continuously establish a second VPN
connection when another VPN connection was already established. This would create a processing
burden on the Pulse Secure gateway.

PRS-323615
PRS-323435
PRS-324108

Under certain circumstances, the Pulse Secure desktop client’s captive-portal detection would cause
an inability to connect to the Pulse Secure gateway. To address this issue, and administrative
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console option has been added to allow system administrators to turn off the captive-portal
detection feature on the client.

Known Issues in this Release
The following table lists open issues in this release.
Problem Report

Description

Number
PRS-302225

The “Traffic Enforcement” feature of the Pulse Secure Desktop Client does not function on macOS
10.12. (The “Traffic Enforcement” feature can be used to block “raw socket” traffic that might
bypass the VPN tunnel.) This feature works on versions of macOS prior to 10.12.

PRS-342444

Due to an uninstaller bug, users of the 5.1 (and earlier) Pulse client for Windows who also use the
integrated Secure Access Manager (SAM, also referred to as per-app VPN) feature should uninstall
the Pulse client before installing the 5.2 (and later) Pulse client (rather than upgrading from 5.1 to
5.2). SAM users who upgrade from pre-5.2 to 5.2 Pulse will have pre-5.2 Pulse client artifacts left on
the endpoint machine.
Note: End users who use SAM and who either upgrade from 5.1rX (or lower) to 5.1rX (or lower) or
who upgrade from 5.2r1-4 to 5.2rX (or higher) will not have client artifacts left behind. However,
during the upgrade, they may see the message:
"This version of Pulse Secure was previously install [sic] on the system. In order to re-install
this version you must reboot your system first."
End users in this case can simply press the “OK” button to continue the upgrade.

PRS-337616

Problem: The Pulse Secure desktop client may connect to the wrong URL when SAML auth is used.
Conditions: This problem can occur only when all are true:


when SAM authentication is enable



the client has multiple Connections defined



Each of these Connections has multiple URLs per Connection, and some of the URLs across
multiple connections have the same hostname.

Note: To see whether you have configured multiple URLs for a particular connection, go to your
administrative console and see whether "Connect to URL of this server only" is checked for the
Connection. If it is not checked, and if multiple URLs are provided under the "List of Connection
URLs", then you have configured multiple URLs per connection.
Details: Under these conditions, after the SAML authentication has completed, the browser
attempts to re-launch the Pulse client, and the client matches the browser hostname against the
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URLs in the connection lists to determine which Connection to launch. In this scenario, the wrong
URL from the list can be launched.
Workaround: Do not use multi-URL connections in conjunction with SAML auth.
PRS-340990

The Pulse desktop client’s UI will display the “Save settings” option with soft token auth (RSA) even
if “allow-save” is false.

PRS-337311

As described in the “Caveats” section of this document, the Pulse Secure desktop client version
5.2R1.1 and later are code-signed with SHA-2 certificates in order to meet new restrictions enforced
by Microsoft operating systems in 2016. This new code-signing feature causes certain issues with
older versions of Windows 7. Specifically, versions of Windows 7 that have not been patched since
March 10, 2015 will not be able to load certain drivers and executables signed with SHA-2. These
unpatched versions of Windows 7 will experience the error “An unexpected error occurred” when
trying to run the Pulse SAM (either the standalone WSAM or the Pulse-integrated SAM) app-specific
tunneling feature. Users’ log files will contain the message:
“The Juniper Networks TDI Filter Driver (NEOFLTR_821_42283) service failed to start due to
the following error:
Windows cannot verify the digital signature for this file. A recent hardware or software
change might have installed a file that is signed incorrectly or damaged, or that might be
malicious software from an unknown source.”
The workaround for this issue is to update the Windows 7 operating system to include the March
10, 2015 patch that allows for the loading of SHA-2-signed binaries and drivers.

PRS-336120

When upgrading the Pulse Secure desktop client from pre-5.2 to 5.2-or-later on OSX 10.9 (but not
OSX 10.10 or later), then an previously-existing Junos Pulse “burst” icon will remain in the OSX
LaunchPad. This icon will have no effect and can be ignored.
The only workaround for this issue is to upgrade to OSX 10.10 or later.

PRS-336495

Symptom: After entering a correct passcode from the Pulse client during authentication, end users
receive the message "Bad username or passcode. Please re-enter information from your Token
Card".
Conditions: This issue will arise if the Pulse Connect Secure gateway is configured to use an RSA ACE
server as a radius server and the RSA server is configured to require a system-generated PIN. After
the user enters the correct passcode, the new system-generated PIN is not displayed in the
authentication window, and instead, the error message is displayed.
Workaround: The only workaround is to disable system-generated PINs on the RSA Ace Server (or
use a user-generated PIN).

PRS-336284

Symptom: The Pulse client on Mac OSX fails to create a connection when authenticating using SAML
(Security Assertion Markup Language) via the Safari web browser.
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Conditions: When Pulse prompts for SAML authentication credentials, the Pulse client on Mac OSX
will attempt to pop up a Safari browser window to display the authentication prompt. If a previous
Safari window from a previous SAML authentication attempt is open while attempting to establish a
new SAML connection, then the new connection attempt will fail. Note that this issue does not
occur on Windows.
Workaround: The workaround is to ensure that any previous Safari windows used for SAML
authentication are closed before attempting to create a new SAML connection. If it is difficult to
determine which Safari window might have been previously used for SAML authentication, the failsafe workaround is to shut down all Safari browser instances.
PRS-335904

On Mac OSX, customized authentication prompts (e.g. username, password) will be truncated after
16 characters. This problem occurs only when the Pulse Client's authentication prompts (the fieldtext labels in the authentication dialog) have been explicitly customized by the system administrator
via the administrative console. The workaround here is to ensure that any customizations are 16
characters or less, or, to not customize the prompts and simply use the default values.

PRS-335693

Symptom: Web-based installs/upgrades of the Pulse client fail with “Enhanced Protected Mode”
Conditions: On 64-bit versions of Windows, with IE 10 and later, if you have IE configured to use
"Enhanced Protected Mode", then the 64-bit Pulse ActiveX control (which installs and invokes the
Pulse client) cannot be launched. (Enabling "Enhanced Protected Mode" in IE causes the
iexplorer.exe process for each tab to be a 64-bit process rather than a 32-bit process.)
Workaround: There are several potential workaround here, including:
1) Uncheck "Enable Enhanced Protected Mode" in IE.
2) Use a browser other than IE.
3) If the browser prompts with an option to run the ActiveX control in a “32-bit compatibility
tab”, then select Allow, and this will allow the 32-bit ActiveX control to be invoked.

PRS-335667
PRS-337283

If you have a fresh install (not an upgrade) of the 5.2 or later Pulse client, you cannot perform a
web-launch of the Pulse client from an older Pulse Secure gateway (e.g., Pulse Connect Secure 8.1
or earlier, Pulse Policy Secure 5.2 or earlier). Relatedly, a fresh install of the 5.2 or later Pulse client
cannot authenticate via SAML to an older Pulse Secure gateway. (With SAML, the authentication is
done via the browser, which will then attempt to web-launch the client, which will fail.)
Note: If you have a fresh install of the 5.2 or later Pulse client installed and you only want to connect
to an earlier Pulse Secure gateway (without SAML), you can simply launch the 5.2 Pulse client and
initiate the connection from the client (rather than from the web browser).
If you want to use the 5.2 or later Pulse client on Windows and want to do either a web launch or
authenticate via SAML to an older Pulse Secure gateway, you have three workarounds:
1) Upgrade the gateway to 8.2 (or later) PCS or 5.3 (or later) PPS.
2) SAML and web-launch of the Pulse 5.2 client will work from an older gateway if
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a.

the Pulse 5.2 was upgraded from a previous version (rather than a fresh install),
and

b.

at least one connection was created with the Pulse 5.1 client before the upgrade
occurred.

(This procedure ensures that the proper “legacy” files are left on the endpoint machine to
support the web-launch from old servers.)
3) To push out a fresh install of Pulse 5.2 to a machine not having any previous Pulse installed
and to use SAML or web launch, you must execute the following procedure:
a.

Install Pulse 5.1 (via SMS, or some other tool)

b.

Install the Pulse Component Manager, which can be done by going to the
directory:
C:\Users\<user>\AppData\Roaming\Juniper Networks\Setup Client

and running the executable:
JuniperCompMgrInstaller.exe

c.

Install Pulse 5.2

Note that the second workaround above applies to Pulse for Mac OSX for web-launch, but it does
not work for SAML. This restriction is tracked under PRS-337283; SAML support from the 5.2 Pulse
Client on OSX to older Pulse Secure gateways is not supported at this time.
PRS-335301
PRS-335317
PRS-336247

Problem: Restricted users prompted for admin credentials during upgrade. Installation failure
ensues if credentials provided.
Conditions: If an endpoint device is running the older Juniper Installer Service (version 8.1 or earlier
of JIS, which results from having Pulse 5.1 or earlier), and if the device’s end user is a restricted
user, and if the end user attempts to do a web install/upgrade of the Pulse client via IE by
connecting a web browser to an 8.2 or later Pulse Secure gateway, then the Pulse ActiveX Control
installation will prompt for admin credentials (which a restricted user is unlikely to possess). If the
restricted user gets the credentials and enters them, the installation will fail later with the message,
“You do not have the proper privileges to install the application.”
Workaround: There are two workarounds to this issue:
1) Have the sysadmin to push out the 8.2 Pulse Installer Service (which installs the ActiveX
control) before the end users attempt to connect to the 8.2 server via IE, or
2) Have the end users connect to the 8.2 Pulse Secure gateway using the Pulse client (rather
than using the web browser).

PRS-333651

Symptom: When upgrading from a pre-5.2 version of the Pulse Secure desktop client for OSX to a
5.2 or later version, the end user will be prompted (via a popup dialog) for permission to access the
saved credential information stored in the OSX keychain - even if the end user had clicked "Always
Allow" access to this credential information before the upgrade.
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Conditions: This issue occurs on OSX the first time the user attempts to make a connection using
saved credentials after having upgraded from a pre-5.2 Pulse client to a 5.2 or later Pulse client.
This issue occurs because of filenames, directories, and certificate fields that were rebranded in the
5.2 Pulse client.
Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue, other than clicking "Always Allow" on the
popup that results after the upgrade. Once "Always Allow" is clicked after the upgrade, the user will
not be prompted to access saved credentials on subsequent connections.
PRS-333603

Problem: On Windows 8 and 10 platforms, Pulse can prompt for credentials even if the end user has
saved the credentials.
Conditions: This issue can occur if the end user is a member of "Domain Guests" and is using
Windows 8 or later. Windows 8.x and Windows 10 have stricter and stringent security rules for
users that belong to "Domain Guests". (This is not the case in Windows 7.) This is why the Pulse
Secure desktop client cannot save a password in Win 8.x/ Win 10 but can save password for
Windows 7. From the Microsoft documentation on Domain Guest:
"If a user is added to the Guests group (or the Domain Guests group, which belongs to the Guests
group), when the user logs on, that user's profile information is only stored temporarily. When that
user logs off, the entire profile is deleted. This includes everything stored in the %userprofile%
directory: the user's registry hive information, custom desktop icons, and so on."
Workaround: There is no workaround here, other than using Windows 7, or not being part of the
Domain Guests group.

PRS-334517

Symptom: After the Pulse Secure desktop client is upgraded from pre-5.2 to 5.2 while a tunnel is up,
you must re-enter your credentials to resume the tunnel after the upgrade is complete - even if the
credentials were saved.
Conditions: This happens on both Windows and Mac OSX. Note: This problem will occur only once
(immediately after the upgrade). Once the user re-enters (and saves) the credentials, the user will
not be asked again.
Workaround: There is no workaround, although once the user saves the credentials after the
upgrade, the user will not be prompted again.

PRS-318764

Symptom: A layer 3 IKE/IPsec VPN tunnel between an OSX 10.9 endpoint device (running the Pulse
Secure desktop client) and an Infranet Enforcer (e.g., a ScreenOS firewall) brokered by a Pulse Policy
Secure gateway will be created and work for a period of time, but then will disconnect and will
move into the "Connecting" state. The default subnet route is also deleted.
Conditions: This happens only on OSX 10.9.
Workaround: The workaround is to upgrade to OSX 10.10 or later.

PRS-318318

Problem: The RSA library that Pulse Desktop uses to read token information has a limitation that
prevents more than 23 characters of a user name from being read.
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Workaround: When leveraging soft-token support in Pulse Desktop, use usernames no greater than
23 characters.
PRS-327996

Problem: The Pulse Secure desktop client for Windows fails to upload its log bundle to the Pulse
Connect Secure gateway when an authenticated inner web proxy (i.e., basic HTTP auth) is used and
when the user has NOT selected "Save Settings" on the proxy-credentials prompt.
Workaround: The end user must click "Save Settings" on the proxy-credentials prompt (this may
require the system administrator to allow the end user to do this). An alternative workaround
would be to use non-auth proxies rather than auth proxies.

PRS-331505

The Pulse client can under certain circumstances fail to properly display IP addresses taken from
x509 certificates. The workaround is to use hostnames rather than IP addresses in certificates.

PRS-332243

The Pulse client on OSX 10.10.5 will fail to read certificates signed with the RSASSA-PSS signature
algorithm. This restriction exists for both the client and server cert chain. Note that use of the
RSASSA-PSS signature algorithm is not common and well-known certificate authorities like
Symantec/Verisign generally do not use it; PKCS1.5 padding is more common and is supported by
Pulse.

PRS-332259

On OSX 10.10.5, if the client attempts to connect to the PCS gateway using a revoked certificate, a
relatively unfriendly “Error 1389” message is shown, rather than a clearer “Certificate Revoked”
message. Note that Pulse on Windows will display a “Certificate Revoked” message.

PRS-333669

On Windows, the Pulse Application Launcher (PAL) may display a certificate warning message that a
certificate chain is untrusted, even when a web-browser connection to the same destination will
display no such warning. This issue can occur when the root CA is not present in the Trusted Root
store of the Windows OS. The reason the web-browser can avoid the warning is because the webbrowser can trigger a Windows mechanism that automatically update the Trusted Root store – this
mechanism is described here:
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn265983.aspx
The workaround is to install the proper root cert in the Trusted Root store.

PRS-335032

Some of the “hot keys” (accelerator key sequences) in the Pulse client user interface are incorrect in
Eastern languages (e.g., Chinese). The workaround is to simply use the mouse pointer to select/click
the appropriate UI widget.

PRS-336183

The Pulse Application Launcher, which assists in the launching of Pulse clients from web browsers
(see the "Adaptive Delivery" section of the Pulse Secure Desktop Client Supported Platforms Guide
for details), displays text in Traditional Chinese when run a Simplified Chinese locale. There is no
workaround at this time to get Simplified Chinese displayed by the Pulse Application Launcher.

PRS-334578

The following message is logged:
Event ID 15514 : "Wired 802.1x Authentication failed"
in Windows event-viewer logs when both the Windows native supplicant and Pulse try to start
wired 802.1x at the same time. When this happens, one of the authentications will fail, at which
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time Pulse retries and the authentication succeeds. Hence, the 802.1x authentication is not
impacted and the error can be safely ignored.
PRS-315992

Problem: Credential Provider is configured, but the Pulse Secure credential provider tile/icon is not
present after a reboot.
Conditions: This problem occurs on the Windows 8.x, 10 64-bit machines configured with the 'userat-credprov' option for Pulse Policy Secure layer-2 Connections.
Cause: This problem is caused because of a bug in Microsoft Windows 8.x (which occurs
independently of whether the Pulse Secure client is installed). The Microsoft ticket tracking number
is: Threshold #2133988
The link to Microsoft's KB article describing the issue is:
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/3063910
Workaround: Use Windows 7, or contact your authorized support representative for other
approaches.

PRS-297097

Problem: Pulse 802.1x authentication will fail when https port monitoring is enabled on Kaspersky
Anti-Virus v6.0. Pulse will report that its 'iftProvider' fails to connect to the Pulse Policy Secure
gateway at port 443. The failure occurs because the Kaspersky feature interferes with Pulse's ability
to communicate on port 443.
Symptoms:
1.

The Pulse client displays a prompt for authentication after the connection is created.

2.

Pulse enters the "connecting" state.

3.

802.1x auth success is visible from the EX switch interface, and a ping to the protected
resource from the client pc will succeed.

4.

Pulse prompts for re-auth again, and the cycle repeats from step 1.

Workaround: Do not use Kaspersky https port monitoring on machines using Pulse.

Documentation Feedback
We encourage you to provide feedback, comments, and suggestions so that we can improve the documentation. You can
send your comments to techpubs-comments@pulsesecure.net.
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Technical Support
If you need additional information or assistance, you can contact the Pulse Secure Global Support Center (PSGSC) in the
following ways:
• http://www.pulsesecure.net/support
• support@pulsesecure.net
• Call us at 844-751-7629 (outside the U.S., see phone numbers here)
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